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(The Dominican Corporation of State Electric Companies,
or ‘CDEEE’) has played, and continues to play, a central
role in the social and economic development of the
Dominican Republic since it was founded by government
decree in 2001
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PUNTA CATALINA

orporación Dominicana de Empresas
Eléctricas Estatales (The Dominican
Corporation of State Electric
Companies, or ‘CDEEE’) has played, and
continues to play, a central role in the social
and economic development of the Dominican
Republic since it was founded by government
decree in 2001.
The charter of CDEEE is to contribute
to, and promote, the competitiveness and
modernization of the country’s energy
sector, primarily through the development of
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energy projects. Its mandate also includes the
responsibility to provide clean, safe energy to
all of the citizens of the Dominican Republic,
in both urban and rural areas.
A great example of the kind of work carried
out under this mandate can be seen at the
Punta Catalina Thermoelectric Plant, located
on the south coast of the Dominican Republic.
A US$2 billion investment will make this the
biggest of its kind anywhere in the Caribbean
region. Its social and economic impact on the
island are also well worth an investigation.

Background

“A US$2 billion
investment will make
this the biggest of
its kind anywhere
in the Caribbean
region”

The Punta Catalina project was first envisioned
by the Dominican Republic government of
the day almost 10 years ago. The initial plan
was to develop a new power plant to replace
some of the decades-old oil-fueled plants
that existed at the time. A feasibility study
was conducted by CDEEE, the project was
designed a groundbreaking ceremony took
place in 2013.
In August 2014, financial environmental
approval was provided by the Dominican
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Barrick Gold: Pueblo Viejo Mine
PUNTA CATALINA

“Punta Catalina is comprisedCEMEX
of two identical
With a presence
than 50 countries and
coal-fired units and a coal terminal
withinamore
capacity
approximately 700 employees in the Dominican
of 80,000 tonnes”
Republic, CEMEX is the market leader in cement,
ready-mix concrete and aggregates.
Sustainability is embedded in our business
strategy and in our day-to-day operations.

Environment Ministry (Mimarena), and the
final tranches of financing were secured
from a consortium of international banks
in 2015. In total, just over Us$600m of
tothedevelop
Viejorequired
were complete
US$2bnPueblo
financing
involved and a
60/40
consortium
foreign
players. with Goldcorp – the Pueblo Viejo
Dominicana
Corporation
(PVDC) – in of
which
Punta Catalina
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twoBarrick
holds
the controlling
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busy
constructing
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andwas
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with
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of facility.
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multibillion
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capacity
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Dominican
unprecedented
and catastrophic
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Republic’s
gross
energy
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giving
some
in May 2011. This has necessitated costly and time-
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which reduce its effects on the environment.
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The first tests were carried out in December
of last year and January of this year, after a
massive 38,516 tons of coal arrived at the
plant, shipped by the company’s coal supplier
Xcoal Energy & Resources. It was just the first
of many shipments that will happen over the
next year as the plant moves into production.
The tests involve the ignition of the boiler,
the rotation of the turbine and the generator,
as well as the intermittent energy production
of the first unit to ensure that everything is
in working order. This is standard procedure

inemployees,
plants like
this, before
the energy
is
hazardous
materials
experts and
intermittently
released
into
the
general
grid.
new employees hired locally and specially
As of Q2 2019, the project has successfully
trained for the operation. One of the first
completed all required tests of its production
tasks was to take over a thousand samples to
components and is ready for commission. It
define soil in the area into different categories
represents a state-of-the-art technology in
and determine future treatment and landfill
energy unlike anything seen in the Caribbean
options.
on the
property
also
before
and Buildings
ensures stability
of the
Dominican
contained
different
types
of hazardous
waste
Republic’s
energy
supply
for the
next generation.

that had to be categorized and disposed of
in a safe
manner.
Social
and
Environmental Impact
Approximately
130,000
cubichired
meters
Italian
consulting firm
SACE was
to
of soil were removed to rid the ground of
contaminants. Bioremediation, a process that
relies on microorganisms to return altered land
to the natural environment, was successfully
used to treat almost 100,000 cubic meters of
hydrocarbon contaminated soil. Today, the
site is unrecognizable and Bonilla is confident
that the operation has been performed in
accordance to the highest international
environmental quality standards.
In addition to the clean-up of hazardous
substances within the mining areas, it was
proposed that the clean-up of the surrounding
areas would cost the Dominican Government
an additional $75 million and the company
would contribute $37.5 million with the other
half coming from state funds. In the end,
Barrick offered to take on the full estimated
cost of remediation of the surrounding areas
to help improve local living conditions.
To complement the clean-up, Barrick
will also sponsor a significant reforestation
project in the area. “We want to do everything
possible to offset our future activities and
enormous areas of new forested land will
become available for the region´s species.
This move will also further improve the
quality of water in the streams and we are
working on a bio-diversity project in the area
to protect the four species of tiny frogs that
live here which are on the protected species
list,” he adds.

“As of Q2 2019, the project has successfully completed
all required tests of its production components
and is ready for commission”
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CONSTRUCTORA
AE
PUNTA CATALINA

Arsenio Ureña CxA, the administrative offices
and industrial warehouses for the newspaper
Listin Diario, the headquarters offices for
Grupo Ros and the executive tower for Grupo
Metro, supervision for Banco Mercantil offices
in the whole country and the warehouse and
headquarters offices for ESPALSA in Santiago
de Los Caballeros city.”
The firm’s early successes brought it wide
recognition, allowing it to expand into the
Dominican Republic’s burgeoning hospitality
industry. It was able to begin lasting relationships

with some of the largest international hotel
groups, who were all keen to develop signature
buildings in the country. As Mr. Alberto Espaillat
explains: “we’ve been able to build long-lasting
relationships with these clients based on trust,
hard work and transparency.”
Lourdes Bonnelly-Espaillat shares the
competitive advantage the firm offers
clients with a multi-generational integrated
professional team: “Our team’s professional
experience in DR, in both private and public
sectors, plus our new highly qualified team of

“we’ve been able to build long-lasting
relationships with these clients based on trust,
hard work and transparency”
∅

young professionals, have given us a unique
set of skills and relationships that can prove
helpful for our client’s projects. No matter
if they are small or complex large-scale
projects, at Constructora AE, we know that
time is money. Our integrated team can save
our clients plenty of both.”
The international flavor also gives
Constructora AE a level of flexibility that other
firms in the market are generally unable to
match, she says: “We are a flexible and lean
team thata expands
andeconomic
contractsassessment
in capacity
perform
social and
according
to Catalina
the needs
of our
clients.
We
of
the Punta
project.
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2,500 during
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social
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against
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foreign
clients.”
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a set of common values. Vanessa, as Architect,
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attracting international clients from US and
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Manager and Structural Design Engineer,
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“Despite being a coal-fueled plant, the report also
showed that it would exhibit positive results in terms
of emissions reduction”
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in the Dominican Republic. Social programs
have also been in place since 2014. These
have focus on two fronts: First, education
and health - especially adult literacy and oral
health. Second, opportunities for growth and
employment - which made available muchneeded professional training programs to
locals in Punta Catalina. In fact, the project
itself will employ around 4,000 people, of
which 30% will come from local villeages and
towns.

Partners and Suppliers
In a sometimes challenging project, the
partners and suppliers of CDEEE have proven
their value to the project time and time again.
Engineering, procurement and construction
services for the new plant were provided by an

lower the electric subsidy that it contributes
to its people every year, instead allowing it to
invest this capital into other vital services and
infrastructure.
Until now, the Dominican Republic has
lagged behind all but Haiti on the World
Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Report where

“Now that tests have been concluded for Punta Catalina,
the citizens of the Dominican Republic can begin to benefit
from its output in a number of ways”
international consortium of Maire Tecnimont
SpA, Odebrecht and Emasa Engineering and
Emasa Engineering, an energy plant specialist.
Consulting firm Tetratech was central to the
environmental specifications of the project,
while others involved included international
giants General Electric, Etermar, SAET SpA,
Bridge 360 SRL and last but not least, C
Logistics Solutions.

getting electricity is concerned. The arrival
of Punta Catalina addresses this element of
the report and will surely push the country
above many of its neighbours. By pushing the
country further up the rankings - even if only
by a few points - it serves to attract more FDI
and sets a positive cycle in motion. No wonder
we say it’s generating a new energy for the
Dominican Republic.

The Future
Now that tests have been concluded for
Punta Catalina, the citizens of the Dominican
Republic can begin to benefit from its output
in a number of ways - not just in an improved
and more reliable source of energy, but also
cheaper energy than they’ve had till now.
Also, its arrival will allow the government to
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